Daisy Trail
By Liz Katsuro

This very easy quilt pattern is suitable for a brand new beginner!

Finished top: approx. 64" x 64" (generous throw size)

All jelly rolls are currently on sale for $12.97 at http://jellyrollfabric.net!
DIRECTIONS

You will need the following, at least 2 different fabrics in each color:
- 8 yellow strips
- 24 tan strips
- 8 purple strips
- 8 light pink strips
- 8 green strips
- 8 bright/dark pink strips

1. Create 4 sets (cut into 64 pieces) of Segment A as shown below.

   ![Segment A](image)

   Sew together 4 strips lengthwise: yellow-purple-tan-ltpink. Press open. Cut across each segment at 2.5" intervals as shown above - you will get at least 16.

   Make 4 sets total. (You will end up with 64 Segment A pieces)

2. Create 4 sets (cut into 64 pieces) of Segment B as shown below.

   ![Segment B](image)

   Sew together 4 strips lengthwise: purple-tan-green-tan. Press open. Cut across each segment at 2.5" intervals as shown above - you will get at least 16.

   Make 4 sets total. (You will end up with 64 Segment B pieces)
3. Create 4 sets (cut into 64 pieces) of Segment C as shown below.

Sew together 4 strips lengthwise: tan-green-tan-dkpink
Press open. Cut across each segment at 2.5" intervals as shown above - you will get at least 16.
Make 4 sets total. (You will end up with 64 Segment C pieces)

4. Create 4 sets (cut into 64 pieces) of Segment D as shown below.

Sew together 4 strips lengthwise: lt pink-tan-dkpink-yellow
Press open. Cut across each segment at 2.5" intervals as shown above - you will get at least 16.
Make 4 sets total. (You will end up with 64 Segment D pieces)
5. Assemble 1 unit of Segments A, B, C and D as shown below to create blocks.

![Diagram showing assembly of segments A, B, C, and D]

Create blocks by joining 1 unit of Segments A, B, C and D in the order shown above. Make 64.

6. Using 4 blocks at a time, create larger segments with a pink daisy in the middle. Make 16.

![Diagram showing creation of larger segments with pink daisy]

Join 2 blocks to create the top half of one pink daisy and 2 to create the bottom half as shown above - then attach top and bottom to create one complete block with a central pink daisy.
7. Lay your larger blocks out 4 x 4 - your purple daisies will now magically appear ;)